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• COVID-19 Overview
How is COVID-19 spread?
COVID-19 is spread through large liquid droplets when a person infected with COVID-19 coughs
or sneezes. The virus in these droplets can enter through the eyes, nose or mouth of another
person if they are in close contact with the person who coughed or sneezed. The virus that
causes COVID-19 spreads in several ways, including through droplets when a person coughs or
sneezes, or from touching a contaminated surface before touching the face.
What are the symptoms of COVID-19?
The symptoms of COVID-19 are similar to other respiratory illnesses, including the flu and the
common cold. These symptoms include fever, chills, cough, shortness of breath, sore throat and
painful swallowing, stuffy or runny nose, loss of sense of smell, headache, muscle aches, fatigue
and loss of appetite. People infected with COVID-19 may experience little or no symptoms, with
illness ranging from mild to severe. Some people are more vulnerable to developing severe
illness or complications from COVID-19, including older people and those with chronic health
conditions.
General Precautions
Stay at home if you are sick to avoid spreading illness to others.
Practice diligent hand hygiene at all times. Wash your hands regularly with plain soap and water
for at least 20 seconds or use alcohol-based hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol content.
Practice cough etiquette. Cough into your elbow or cover your mouth and nose with a
disposable tissue when you sneeze. Immediately dispose of all used tissues in an appropriate
waste bin and wash your hands right away.
Maintain a physical distance of two metres from others at all times
Do not touch your eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.
Do not share food, drinks, utensils, cigarettes, vaping devices, joints or bongs.
Wear a mask.
Follow public orders and recommendations.
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• Assessing the risk in our workplace
Workers have the right to refuse unsafe work. If a worker has reasonable cause to believe that
performing the job or a task puts them or someone else at risk of undue harm, the worker must
not perform the job or task. The worker must immediately notify their supervisor or Joint Health
& Safety Committee representative, who will then take the appropriate steps to determine if
the work is unsafe and remedy the situation.
To understand the COVID-19 risk at our workplace, we management (Silvia Erler) and staff (Julia
Ehlenbroeker) considered the following questions:
✓ Where do people congregate?
- Lobby, laundry, restaurants, kitchens, storage rooms, housekeeping rooms, guests’
rooms, bathrooms, office, ski/bike storage. Having people congregate in these areas is a
risk.
✓ What job tasks or processes require workers to come into close proximity with one
another or members of the public?
- Guest check in, working in kitchen, serving guests, cleaning rooms, accessing
bathrooms, housekeeping and storage rooms. Having people in close proximity
represents a risk.
✓ What tools, machinery, and equipment do people come into contact with in the course
of their work?
- Pens, knifes, kitchen equipment trays, plates, glasses, cleaning supplies. As many
people come in touch with these items, this is a risk.
✓ What surfaces are touched often?
- Doorknobs, elevator buttons, light switches, equipment, shared tools, spray bottles.
Touching these surfaces represents a risk.

• Implementing protocols to reduce the risks
✓ We review industry-specific protocols on worksafebc.com to determine which are
relevant to your industry and implemented these to the extent that they are applicable
to the risks at our workplace.
✓ We use input from frontline workers, supervisors, and the joint health and safety
committee.
✓ We use guidance from orders and notices issued by the provincial health officer and
relevant to your industry.
✓ We use input and guidance from our health and safety association or other professional
and industry associations.
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Measures to reduce the risk of person-to-person transmission
To reduce the risk of the virus spreading through droplets in the air, protocols are implemented
to protect against your identified risks. Different protocols offer different levels of protection.
Wherever possible, we use the protocol that offers the highest level of protection. We consider
controls from additional levels if the first level isn’t practicable or does not completely control
the risk.

First level protection
Limit the number of people at the workplace and ensure physical distance (2 metres) whenever
possible
✓ Ensuring that the appropriate number of people are in each area of a workplace to
prevent workers from coming too close to one another or members of the public by
posting occupancy limit signs with the following max. occupancy
- Elevators – max. 2, unless hotel guests from same family/room
- Washrooms – max. 2 persons in woman’s washroom, max. of 1 person for men’s
washroom
- Restaurants - Steakhouse and Fondue Stube, physical barriers are used, or 2 meters
between back of chairs
- Kitchen – max. of 8 staff
- Lobby – max. of 15 persons, use mainly as walk through area only, no gathering etc.
- Front Desk – max of 2 persons
- Office – max of 3 persons
- Storage room kitchen – max. of 1 person
- Storage room housekeeping – max. of 1 person
- Laundry / Staff room – max. of 2 persons
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✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

- Limiting the number of workers at one time in break locations and making sure to
maintain 2m distance
Social distancing signage
Directional signs on floor to avoid meeting in aisles
Reducing the overall number of workers at the workplace at one time
- Staff to work, if needed, only in small teams, when sharing tools
- Front Desk/Office, work-from-home schedules are implemented, different work
locations
- Kitchen, different start times are implemented as much as possible
- Housekeeping, different start times are implemented as much as possible
- Housekeeping, staff working on different locations, floors and buildings, one staff per
room
- Restaurant, less staff on duty and different start times as much as possible
- Laundry/Staff room, occupancy limits
Maintain a distance of 2 metres (6 feet) between workers and others wherever possible
- Creating teams of workers who work together exclusively to minimize the risk of broad
transmission throughout the workplace.
Implementing measures to ensure workers can maintain a distance of two metres when
serving or working with or near members of the public.
- Extra space between tables in restaurant, min 2m. or
- Physical barriers between tables with less than 2m distance

Second level protection
Barriers and partitions, where physical distance cannot be maintained
✓ Plexiglass shields are installed on the Front Desk to separate staff from guests
✓ Physicals barriers between tables in the Steakhouse and the Fondue Stube where 2m
can’t be maintained.
Third level protection
Rules and guidelines
✓ Rules and guidelines for how workers should conduct themselves have been identified
✓ These rules and guidelines have been clearly communicated to workers through a
combination of training and signage
✓ Sun Peaks Lodge Rules and Guidelines
- Workers must follow public orders and recommendations
- Workers must stay at home if they feel sick
- Workers must self assess for COVID-19 symptoms and a health and temperature check
is being done and recorded daily before the employee can commence work.
- Workers must complete a brief health questionnaire on their first day of work and
when returning after a vacation, a re-hire and after being tested positive for Covid -19
and are subsequently cleared to return to work, stating that they do not show any
Covid-19 symptoms and they did not travel within the last 14 day.
- Workers must wash their hands or use hand sanitizer upon arriving to the workplace
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- Workers must wash their hands often, including upon arriving for work, before and
after breaks, after handling cash or other materials, before and after handling food,
common tools and equipment. Workers must use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer if
soap and water are not readily available
- Workers must cough, sneeze into their elbow or tissue and throw away
- Workers must avoid touching their eyes, nose and mouth with their hands
- Hand sanitizer stations are in every department
- Workers must follow social distancing guidelines, 2m.
- Workers must wear masks.
- Workers must disinfect surfaces and tools as per our cleaning and disinfection plan
- Workers should avoid touching personal items of guests, such as luggage
- Workers should wear clean clothing that is specific to and only worn while on the job
- Workers should change into a separate set of street clothes before leaving work
- Work clothing should be placed in a bag and laundered after each shift.
- Workers must use gloves as outlined in department specific safety plan
Fourth level protection
As per public orders mask must be worn indoors in common areas including elevators, hallways,
lobbies, stairwells and shared indoor workplace spaces including kitchens, breakrooms, laundry,
service stations.
✓ Information on selecting and using masks and instructions how to use masks have been
provided to the worker in this safety plan and therefore the workers is trained in the
proper use of masks
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• Cleaning and hygiene practices
Reduce the risk of surface transmission through effective cleaning and disinfecting surfaces.
Cleaning and disinfecting surfaces, especially high-contact surfaces, is an important part of safe
work practices for COVID-19.
✓ We have reviewed the information on cleaning and disinfecting surfaces on
worksafebc.com
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✓ We have enough handwashing facilities on site for all our workers
✓ Handwashing locations are visible and easily accessed and provide hot running water,
soap and paper towels. Locations:
- Washrooms, restaurant server station, kitchen server station, kitchen middle and back
station, laundry/staff area
✓ We have policies that specify when workers must wash their hands and we have
communicated good hygiene practices to workers. Frequent handwashing and good
hygiene practices are essential to reduce the spread of the virus.
✓
Sun Peaks Lodge Policy for good hygiene practices
- Workers must wash their hands often, including upon arriving for work, before and
after breaks, after handling cash or other materials, before and after handling food,
common tools and equipment.
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- Workers must cough, sneeze into their elbow or tissue and throw away

- Workers must avoid touching their eyes, nose and mouth with their hands
- Workers must use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer if soap and water are not readily
available
- Hand Sanitizer stations are in every department
✓ Workers who are cleaning have adequate training and materials.
✓ We have removed unnecessary tools and equipment to simplify the cleaning process —
e.g., shared utensils and plates
✓ We have implemented cleaning protocols for all common areas and surfaces — e.g.,
washrooms, tools, equipment, shared tables, desks, light switches, and door handles.
This includes the frequency/timing that these items must be cleaned
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Sun Peaks Lodge Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocol
Cleaning products will remove visible soil and/or dirt from surfaces.
Disinfecting products are used to destroy bacteria and viruses.
Cleaning product
Peroxide Multi Surface
Disinfectant and Cleaner
Enforce Floor Cleaner

Location
Lobby washroom
Lobby floor
Lobby doors
Lobby door handles
Lobby Elevator buttons
Lobby light switches
Front Desk Plexiglass
Front Desk CC machine
Front Desk Computer
Front Desk surfaces
Back office desk/tables
Door handles on all doors
Railing to basement
Restaurant door handles
Restaurant light switches
Restaurant floor
Restaurant POS Systems
Restaurant CC machine
Restaurant phone
Kitchen phone
Kitchen light switches
Kitchen door handles
Kitchen floor
Kitchen tools

Refill Location
Laundry SPL
Laundry Heffley
Laundry and Kitchen SPL
HK Room Lobby Heffley

Frequency/Timing
Daily and as needed
Weekly or as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
After every use
Daily, after every shift
Daily and after each shift
Daily and after each shift
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily, after every shift
Daily, after every shift
Daily and as needed
Daily and as needed
Daily after shift
After every use
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• Developing policies
We developed the necessary policies to manage your workplace, including policies around who
can be at the workplace, how to address illness that arises at the workplace, and how workers
can be kept safe in adjusted working conditions.
Sun Peaks Lodge workplace policies
Our workplace policies ensure that workers and others showing symptoms of COVID-19 are
prohibited from the workplace:
✓ Anyone who has symptoms of COVID-19. Symptoms include fever, chills, new or
worsening cough, shortness of breath, sore throat, and new muscle aches or headache.
✓ Anyone directed by Public Health to self-isolate.
✓ Anyone who has arrived from outside of Canada or who has had contact with a
confirmed COVID-19 case must self-isolate for 14 days and monitor for symptoms.
✓ Anyone who tested positive for Covid 19
✓ Visitors are prohibited or limited in the workplace.
✓ Hotel and restaurant guests must register with name and phone number or email and
information will be stored safely for a min of 30 days.
✓ First aid attendants have been provided OFAA protocols for use during the COVID-19
pandemic.
✓ We have a working alone policy in place.
✓ We have a work from home policy in place.
- Workers assess their workspace at home and inform and report any potential hazards
- Worker has a safety protocol in place
- Worker communicates with supervisor when working alone at home per policy
✓ We ensure workers have the training and strategies required to address the risk of
violence that may arise as customers and members of the public adapt to restrictions or
modifications to the workplace. We have our regular appropriate violence prevention
program is in place.
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Sun Peaks Lodge Policy for workers who may start to feel unwell/sick at work
✓ Sick workers should report to first aid, even with mild symptoms.
✓ Sick workers are asked to wash or sanitize their hands and will be ask to go straight
home. We advise the worker to call 811 for further guidance related to testing and selfisolation.
✓ Sick workers should isolate themselves from others until assessed.
✓ We ask the worker to inform the employer of the outcome of the 811 advise.
✓ If the worker is severely ill (e.g., difficulty breathing, chest pain), we will call 911.
✓ We clean and disinfect any surfaces that the ill worker has come into contact with.
✓ Workers must complete a brief health questionnaire once they are cleared to return to
work, stating that they do not show any Covid-19 symptoms.
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• Developing communication plans
We ensure that everyone entering the workplace, including workers from other employers,
know how to keep themselves safe while at our workplace.
✓ We have a training plan to ensure everyone is trained in workplace policies and
procedures. It is documented in the employee’s staff file, that employees have been
trained.
✓ All workers have received the policies for staying home when sick with their training
documents.
Sun Peaks Lodge Stay Home When Sick Policy
- If workers feel sick and/or show symptoms of COVID-19, they have to stay at home and
must notify the employer. They should call 811 for advice on what to do, to get tested
or to quarantine at home. Workers should isolate themselves from others until
assessed. Workers must complete a brief health questionnaire when returning to work,
stating that they do not show any Covid-19 symptoms and they did not travel within the
last 14 day.
✓ We have posted signage at the workplace, including occupancy limits and effective
hygiene practices.
✓ We have posted signage at the main entrance indicating who is restricted from entering
the premises, including visitors and workers with symptoms.
Supervisors have been trained on monitoring workers and the workplace to ensure
policies and procedures are being followed.
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• Workplace monitoring and updating plan
As things may change as our business operates, if we identify a new area of concern, or if it
seems like something isn’t working, we take steps to update our policies and procedures. We
involve workers in this process.
✓ Silvia Erler and the Employee representative of the Health and Safety Committee are
reviewing the Covid-19 safety plan monthly and document it in the minutes of the
Health and Safety Committee. They also review the risks, involving other workers and
make changes as necessary. They address deficiencies and ensure the safety plan is
aligned with current protocols, guidelines, PHO order etc.
✓ Silvia Erler together with the employee representative is responsible for monitoring
compliance to current health orders, reviewing, updating and communication the
revised safety plan with all employees and management.
✓ Workers know who to go to with health and safety concerns.
- Supervisors, Member of joint health and safety committee, Management
✓ When resolving safety issues, we will involve joint health and safety committees or
worker health and safety representatives and/or other workers.

• Assessing and addressing risks from resuming
operations
If our workplace has not been operating for a period of time during the COVID-19 pandemic, we
may need to manage risks arising from restarting your business.
✓ We review current health protocols and guidelines and the Covid-19 safety plan
✓ We provide a training plan including Covid-19 safety plan for new staff before the first
day of work and redistribute the Covid-19 safety plan to existing staff
✓ We have a training plan for staff taking on new roles or responsibilities.
- Staff training plan and department specific in person training
✓ We have a training plan around changes to our business, such as new equipment,
processes, or products.
- In person training
✓ We have reviewed the start-up requirements for equipment and machinery that have
been out of use.
✓ We have identified a safe process for clearing systems and lines of product that have
been out of use.
✓ Workers must complete a brief health questionnaire on their first day of resuming work,
stating that they do not show any Covid-19 symptoms and they did not travel within the
last 14 day.
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•

All staff will sign and confirm they have been trained (before starting to work) in all
workplace policies and procedures, they have read and understood the Sun Peaks
Lodge’s Covid-19 Safety Plan and received training as outlined in the Sun Peaks Lodge
Staff Training files.
Sample form below, original will be kept in the office.

Confirmation of training received.
By filling out the form below I confirm I have been trained (before starting to work) in all
workplace policies and procedures, have read and understood the Sun Peaks Lodge’s
Covid-19 Safety Plan and received training as outlined in the Sun Peaks Lodge staff
training files.

Name

Date (dd-mm-yy)

Signature
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Staff screening for COVID-19 symptoms on first day of work or when
returning to work
Sample form below, original will be kept in the office.

If you are sick, please call us 250-682-5463 and stay at home. If you start to feel sick
during your shift, notify a supervisor and follow the SPL Covid-19 Safety Plan
procedures. Employees are required to "self-report" COVID-19 symptoms. A separate
screening Questionnaire must be answered and recorded each shift
•
•
•
•
•

Are you experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 (New or worsening cough.
Shortness of breath. Sore throat. Runny nose, sneezing or nasal congestion.) ?
Do you have a fever? Temperature will be taken and recorded.
Have you come into close contact with anyone who has tested positive for
COVID-19 or who has COVID-19 symptoms (including a member of your
household)
Have you come into close contact with anyone who has traveled to a known
COVID-19 hotspot or outside of the province or Canada?
Have you travelled outside of Canada in the last 14 days?

If all answers are “No”, fill out the form below and sign.
If any answer is “Yes” contact Mario or Silvia. You can’t start work and have to go home
and call 811 for further advise as outlined in the staff policies and the Sun Peaks Lodge
Covid-19 Safety Plan. Do not start working.
Name
Date
Temperature Signature
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We currently have limited opening hours for our Front Desk.
The office manager can be reached by dialing 551 during the day, however will not be
able to assist with early check ins.

Check in for Sun Peaks Lodge
The Front Desk is open
between 3pm and 10pm.
Contactless Check out
Upon departure please drop off your
keys in the basket on the Front Desk.
Thank you for staying with us.
Covid -19 - what to expect at Sun Peaks Lodge
Restrictions are in place and not all amenities and services are available.
•

•

•
•
•

Front Desk: Reduced hours and reduced contact at check-in and contact less
check-out. All additional payments like parking will be charge to the credit card
upon check in and the invoice will be signed, so upon check out, you only drop
the keys. Screens, hand sanitizer stations, sanitized key-cards are provided.
Guest Room: Removal of decorative and non-essential items, i.e. throw pillows
and blankets. Enhanced cleaning/disinfection protocols. We do not provide
Housekeeping service during a guest stay, unless your stay is 7 days or longer,
then we might do one service in the middle of the stay. Depending on our
staffing and the Covid-19 situation.
Lobby: Disinfection of high touch surfaces, hand sanitizer stations.
Wellness Area: Hot tub, sauna and steam room are open 2pm to 10pm with
limited occupancy capacity. Please limit your time, so everyone can use it.
Restaurants: The Steakhouse and Fondue Stube follow PHO orders. Limited
seating is available. Please make a reservation to avoid disappointment. Opening
hours subject to change without notice.
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Guest info in elevator regarding Housekeeping

We follow our COVID-19 Safety Plan, respect physical distancing and exercise personal
hygiene best practices to help prevent the spread
Housekeeping during a guest’s stay
• We do NOT provide housekeeping service within guest rooms during their stay.
• We will ensure that an adequate supply of clean towels, toilet paper and
bathroom amenities is provided upon arrival.
• If guests require additional items, they can contact the front desk during opening
hours and we will leave them outside the door of guest rooms.
• If guests require fresh linen, they have to contact the Front Desk during opening
hours.
• We will place fresh linen in a bag in front of the door and will notify the guests.
We will provide a plastic bag for the guest to place their dirty linens in, and a plastic
bag for their other waste. We advise guests to tie laundry and waste bags shut and
leave them outside their door for collection. To minimize the amount of time dirty
linen and waste is sitting in hallways, we advise guests to contact the Front Desk
to collect.
Housekeeping after a guest’s stay
• Guest are asked to vacant the room latest by 10am.
• Keys are to be dropped off at the Front Desk. Contactless checkout.
• All guest rooms will be fully cleaned and disinfected after every use.
• Employees must follow our Covid-19 safety plan.
• We thoroughly clean and disinfect all hard surfaces. Special attention is given to
frequently touched items such as toilets, sinks, faucets, doorknobs, light
switches, telephones, remote controls, bar fridges and garbage cans. We discard
all items left in the room by guests. We clean and disinfect all reusable glassware
and dishes.
• We only use vacuum cleaners equipped with exhaust filters, preferably HEPA
filters, for carpeted areas.
Unwell Guests or Employees
• Should a guest at the hotel be unwell, the individual will be asked to contact the
Front Desk by dialing "0" and to self-isolate in their room with their family
and/or other room guests. The guest is asked to contact the Sun Peaks Clinic
778-644-0635, so that the individual can be evaluated and receive further
instruction.
• Should the management be informed by a guest that they have been tested
positive for Covid-19, the property will follow all associated direction from their
local health authority and will thoroughly disinfect the property.
More detailed information can be found on our website.
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Guest info on website https://sunpeakslodge.com/covid-19/
Please read, follow and respect our Covid-19 Safety Plan and Hotel policies. Follow
travel advisories.
All guests must follow PHO orders
The wellness area is closed, early check-ins and late check-outs can not be
accommodated and please be patient with our employees.
These are tough times for everyone. If for any reason you are not able to follow orders
and our policies, we invite you to visit another time.
COVID-19 presents a challenge for businesses such as ours, where human interaction
and connection is core to our employee’s and guest’s experience. We understand the
necessity of prioritizing guest and employee’s safety at this time and our goal is to
respect the processes and protocols while ensuring a warm and casual experience. In
order to protect employees and guests, we have developed a COVID-19 Safety Plan, best
practices and processes which are implemented at our property. We ask all guests to
wear a mask inside, respect physical distancing, exercise personal hygiene best
practices, and to follow authorities’ orders and signage.
What we do, to keep you and our employees safe. Regular cleaning of all common
areas, guest rooms and work rooms is essential to protect the health and safety of
guests and employees from COVID-19. While Sun Peaks Lodge’s regular cleaning
protocols are extremely thorough, we have put additional protocols in place to help to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Cleaning Protocols
Regular cleaning of all common areas, guest rooms and work rooms is essential to
protect the health and safety of guests and employees from COVID-19. While Sun Peaks
Lodge’s regular cleaning protocols are extremely thorough, we have put additional
protocols in place to help to prevent the spread of COVID-19. We are using Ecolab®
Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant and Cleaner for all our cleaning and disinfecting and
have increased the frequency of cleaning key public spaces, wiping down frequently
touched items such as elevator buttons and door handles.
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Masks
Masks are required inside the Sun Peaks Lodge as per PHO orders.
Physical Distancing
Required as per PHO orders. Our staff is reminded to practise Physical distancing at all
times and signage is posted throughout our property. We ask our guest to respect
physical distancing by keeping a 2m distance whenever possible, adhering to limited
occupancy in certain areas (i.e. public washrooms, elevator) and by using markers on
the floor. Physical barriers (i.e. plexiglass sneeze guards) have been installed on the
front desk. We encourage our employees to avoid touching personal items of guests,
such as luggage.
Personal Hygiene Best Practices
All employees have been reminded and trained in best practices associated with
minimizing exposure and spread of germs and associated illnesses. Diligence in regular
hand washing, the use of hand sanitizer when hand washing is not possible, coughing or
sneezing into their sleeve and minimizing face touching has been communicated to our
employees. We ask the same of our guests.
Closed Hotel Amenities
Sun Peaks Lodge might close some hotel amenities including the lobby computer station
and the wellness area including hot tub, steam room and sauna.
Restaurants
The Steakhouse and the Fondue Stube have enhanced cleaning protocols and the Covid19 safety plan is followed. PHO orders must be followed. Masks are mandatory, unless
guests are seated. Max. number of guests on one table is 6. Limited seating is available.
Main guest’s name, cell phone number and email must be provided.
Front Desk
Screens, hand sanitizer stations, sanitized key-cards and pens are provided. Limited or
no seating is provided. Masks are required. Reduced opening hours and reduced contact
at check-in and contact-less check-out. We require to have only one guest to come to
the Front Desk for check-in. Upon check-in the main guests credit card (not a debit card)
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will be added to the guest file and a $100 damage deposit pre-authorization will be
taken. All additional payments like parking will be charge to the credit card and the
invoice will be signed, so upon check out, you only drop the keys.
Lobby
Additional disinfection of high touch surfaces, physical distancing signage, ‘last cleaned’
charts, hand sanitizer stations, masks are required.
Elevators
Additional disinfection of high touch surfaces, physical distancing signage, hand sanitizer
stations, masks are required.
Room Amenities
We provide single-use personal items, i.e. soap, shampoo, conditioner, lotion, coffee,
tea, sugar packets and milk powder. To reduce waste we limit the quantities of items
provided upon arrival. Additional items are available at the Front Desk. We have also
removed decorative non-essential items, such as throw pillows and blankets.
Housekeeping during a guest’s stay
We do NOT provide housekeeping service during a guests stay. We will ensure that an
adequate supply of clean towels, toilet paper and bathroom amenities is provided upon
arrival. If guests require additional items, they can contact the front desk during opening
hours and we will leave them outside the door of guest rooms. If guests require fresh
linen, they have to contact the Front Desk. We will place fresh linen in a bag in front of
the door and will notify the guests. We will provide a plastic bag for the guest to place
their dirty linens in, and a plastic bag for their other waste. We advise guests to tie
laundry and waste bags shut and leave them outside their door for collection. To
minimize the amount of time dirty linen and waste is sitting in hallways, we advise
guests to contact the Front Desk to collect.
Housekeeping after a guest’s stay
Guest are asked to vacant the room latest by 10am. Keys are to be dropped off at the
Front Desk. Contactless checkout.
All guest rooms will be fully cleaned and disinfected after every use.
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Employees must follow our Covid-19 safety plan. We use a disinfectant that has a Drug
Identification Number (DIN). We follow the instructions on the product label for
dilution, contact time and safe use. We thoroughly clean and disinfect all hard surfaces.
Special attention is given to frequently touched items such as toilets, sinks, faucets,
doorknobs, light switches, telephones, remote controls, bar fridges and garbage cans.
We remove all cloth items (e.g., sheets and towels) and take all dirty linens and towels
directly to the laundry. We empty and disinfect all garbage containers and discard all
items left in the room by guests. We discard all single-use items, even if they seem
unused or untouched. This includes, but is not limited to bathroom amenities. We clean
and disinfect all reusable glassware and dishes. We only use vacuum cleaners equipped
with exhaust filters, preferably HEPA filters, for carpeted areas. Employees will use (as
required) the standard Personal Protective Equipment for the regular hazards
encountered through their normal course of work. We use clean cloths, paper towels or
wipes to clean and disinfect surfaces. If buckets are used, we put cleaning and
disinfectant solutions into clean buckets for use. We immediately discard paper towels
and disposable wipes after use. We try to avoid the use of pressurized sprayers that
might aerosolize contaminants.
Unwell Guests or Employees
We have advised our employees to stay home if they are exhibiting symptoms that align
with COVID-19. Every employee completes a health and temperature check before
starting their shift. Should an employee start to show symptoms of COVID-19 while at
work, the employee will be instructed to return home, and promptly contact their
doctor, local health authority or telehealth services e.g. Healthlink service is available in
BC by dialing 811. Any affected work areas and equipment will immediately be sanitized
and an overall disinfecting of all public areas of the property will be done.
Should a guest at the hotel be unwell, the individual will be asked to contact the Front
Desk by dialing "0" and to self-isolate in their room with their family and/or other room
guests. The guest is asked to contact the Sun Peaks Clinic 778-644-0635, so that the
individual can be evaluated and receive further instruction. Staff who have had contact
with the guests will be asked to monitor themselves for symptoms.
Should the management be informed by a guest or employee that they have been
tested positive for Covid-19, the local health authority will be immediately contacted,
and the property will follow all associated direction from their local health authority and
will thoroughly disinfect the property.
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Employees who tested positive for Covid-19, and are subsequently cleared to return to
work will have to complete a thorough health questionnaire and temperature check.
Supporting Guests in Self-Isolation
We advise guests in self-isolation not to use any common hotel areas, equipment or
appliances, including ice machines. We support self-isolated guests to have food
delivered to them. We provide information on local grocery stores and restaurants
offering delivery. If food service and food delivery options are not available,
asymptomatic guests in self-isolation can leave to obtain groceries. We support selfisolated guests to procure prescriptions and medications by providing information on
local pharmacies offering delivery. If pharmacy delivery is not available, asymptomatic
guests in self-isolation can leave to obtain prescriptions and medications. Asymptomatic
self-isolated guests can leave the hotel to attend critical appointments.
Please note: Self-isolating guests who are also essential workers are subject to different
guidance. Learn more about Guidance for Essential Workers Returning to B.C. here:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/emergencypreparedness-response-recovery/gdx/orders-april10/covid19_travel_guidelines_for_essential_workers_april_10_final.pdf
Sun Peaks Lodge COVID-19 Safety Plan
Steakhouse Covid-19 complete Safety Plan
Fondue Covid-19 complete Safety Plan
Steakhouse and Fondue Covid-19 plans are on the following pages

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Steakhouse Restaurant Covid-19 Safety Plan per January 7, 2022
Overall, we follow the Sun Peaks Lodge’s COVID-19 Safety Plan, respect physical distancing and
exercise personal hygiene best practices to help prevent the spread. All staff attend and sign a
health check before starting their shift. Staff must practice diligent hand hygiene at all times
during their shift and adhere to our Covid-19 Staff Safety Plan.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

We operate with a reduced occupancy
We only seat a maximum of 6 guests per table
We practice physical distancing whenever possible
We use masks
We keep 2m distance between tables, unless there are physical barriers
We ask our guests to wait outside (with distance) until their table is ready
We provide hand sanitizer at the entrance of restaurant to use before entering
We keep one guest name per table incl. phone number and email for 1 month as
required for contact tracing
We keep one side of table “empty” for a designated server place
We follow the Covid-19 Safety Plan and increased hand washing for staff
We disinfect each table and chair after every use
We disinfect pens and credit card machines after every use
We encourage guests to use our website for the menu. Alternatively, we use either
paper single use menus or laminated menus which are disinfected after every use
We put menu, cutlery, water glasses and water on the disinfected table before guests sit
down whenever possible
We leave a water jug at the table for guests whenever possible, to pour their own water
We leave the wine on/beside the table for guests to pour whenever possible
We leave food and drinks at the front of the table and let guests pass them after server
has stepped away
We avoid touching coffee cups when refilling
We provide salt & pepper and condiments on request only and we disinfected them
after every use
We removed decorations on the tables and we do not provide crayons and paper
We provide containers to guests on request to pack their own left overs
We document all restaurant and kitchen cleaning and disinfecting

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Protocol for handling dirty dishes
✓ Staff members in dish area clearing plates are mandated to wear masks and gloves
✓ Server clearing dishes use hand sanitizer or wash their hands between clearing and
serving another table
✓ Clearing trays are sanitized between uses

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Month of: _____________________________

Steakhouse Restaurant Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocol
Cleaning product

Refill Location

Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant and Cleaner
Enforce Floor Cleaner
Restaurant door handles
Restaurant light switches
Restaurant phone, coat hangers
Restaurant POS Systems
Restaurant floor
Server stations, bar area etc.
Restaurant CC machines
Guest tables and chairs
Salt & Pepper, Pepper mills, etc.
Pens

Laundry SPL
Kitchen SPL
Daily, and as needed
Daily, and as needed
Daily, after every shift and as needed
Daily, after every use of each server and after every shift
Daily, at end of shift
Daily, after every shift and as needed
Daily, after every use and after every shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift

Dat
e

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
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23
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COVID-19 Safety Plan
Month of: _________________________________

Steakhouse Kitchen Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocol
Cleaning product

Refill Location

Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant
and Cleaner
Enforce Floor Cleaner

Laundry SPL
Kitchen SPL

Kitchen office (phone, desk, mouse, keypad)
At start and end of shift
Kitchen light switches, door handles incl. storage
Daily, and as needed at start and end of shift
Kitchen fridge handles, incl. storage
Daily, and as needed at start and end of shift
Kitchen tools
After every use
All counters and fridges
Daily and as needed and at start and end of shift
Kitchen floor
Daily after shift
Other
As needed
Date
Office
Light
Door
Fridge
Tools
Counters/Fridges
Floor
switches
handles handles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Other
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Steakhouse Sanitization Plan
This plan outlines how we clean and sanitize our restaurant, all the equipment and utensils in it,
what chemicals we will use and how, and it will outline what pesticides we will use, how we will use
them, and how you will store them. It's important to understand the difference between clean and
sanitize. To clean means to remove dirt or soil, such as food or grease. To sanitize means to kill the
disease-causing germs on utensils, equipment and work surfaces after a cleaning process has
occurred.
Overall premises cleaning and sanitizing program
Indicate how you will clean floors and walls, and how often: Floor wet moped & then sanitized
nightly
Grease trap: Cleaned as needed, at least every two months
Waste disposal: Garbage in sealed bags, removed daily or more often
Outside maintenance, including grease disposal: Grease Barrel, steel, sealed lid in dumpster
area
Washrooms: cleaned and sanitized at least once a day or more often as needed
Equipment. Please circle the equipment you will have on your premises, and describe below
how you will clean, sanitize, and maintain them.
1-walk-in cooler

2-walk-in freezer

3-fridge

- 4-freezer

6-convection oven

7- Dishwasher

8- Floor stand mixer

5-stove

9-vent hood

other:
Cleaning/sanitizing procedures:
1 clean floor two times weekly – walls as needed
2 same as cooler, monthly not weekly
3 remove all racks send thru dishwasher, clean and sanitize walls and floor
4 defrost and sanitize every 3 weeks
5 remove tops every two weeks scrub top to bottom, drip trays, change foil weekly
6 remove racks clean soaking in sink, finish in dishwasher, degrease sanitize oven wipe dry
7 clean all removable parts wash all surfaces daily. Descale each 14 days, check chemical balance
monthly
8 clean all removable and non-removable parts, sanitize. Check procedures provided
9 clean monthly and twice a year by Total Vent professional cleaning
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Kitchen utensils and tableware
Please circle the method(s) of utensil/tableware washing and sanitizing you will be using.
high temperature dishwasher

glass washer

Describe how you will clean and sanitize the cooking utensils and the tableware:
Cooking utensils are soaked w/dish soap, scrubbed &cleaned in dishwasher, table ware cleaned
in high temp. Washer and air dried.
Silverware is pre-soaked flat racked then cleaned in silver rack stand prior to being polished.

Cleaning and sanitizing agents
Please name the detergents and sanitizers you will be using. Note the sanitizers must contain
one of the following: chlorine, iodine, or quaternary ammonium (200ppm). How much of each
will you use?
1.
dish detergent, Ultra Clean Plus (Ecolab)
2.
sanitizer, Ultra Sun (Ecolab)
3.
rinse additive, Ultra Dry (Ecolab)
4.
Mr. Clean and water for work areas, Oasis 146 (Ecolab) to sanitize
Pesticides
Wherever you can, you should use professional pest control operators. However, sometimes small
amounts of pesticides can be used carefully and by following the directions on the label. They must
be stored in a locked cabinet away from all food. Please describe what pesticides you will be using,
how, and how they will be stored:
No pesticides used.

Facility name: Steakhouse at Sun Peaks Lodge
Address: 3180 Creekside Way, Sun Peaks, BC. V0E 5N0
Phone number: 250-578-7878
Updated June 05, 2021, signed by Silvia Erler

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Fondue Stube Restaurant Covid-19 Safety Plan per Jan 07, 2022
Overall, we follow the Sun Peaks Lodge’s COVID-19 Safety Plan, respect physical distancing and
exercise personal hygiene best practices to help prevent the spread. All staff attend and sign a
health check before starting their shift. Staff must practice diligent hand hygiene at all times
during their shift and adhere to our Covid-19 Staff Safety Plan.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

We operate with a reduced occupancy
We only seat a maximum of 6 guests per table
We practice physical distancing whenever possible
We use masks
We keep 2m distance between tables, unless there are physical barriers
We ask our guests to wait outside (with distance) until their table is ready
We provide hand sanitizer at the entrance of restaurant to use before entering
We keep one guest name per table incl. phone number and email for 1 month as
required for contact tracing
We keep one side of table “empty” for a designated server place
We follow the Covid-19 Safety Plan and increased hand washing for staff
We disinfect each table and chair after every use
We disinfect pens and credit card machines after every use
We encourage guests to use our website for the menu. Alternatively, we use either
paper single use menus or laminated menus which are disinfected after every use
We put menu, cutlery, water glasses and water on the disinfected table before guests sit
down whenever possible
We leave a water jug at the table for guests whenever possible, to pour their own water
We leave the wine on/beside the table for guests to pour whenever possible
We leave food and drinks at the front of the table and let guests pass them after server
has stepped away
We avoid touching coffee cups when refilling
We provide salt & pepper and condiments on request only and we disinfected them
after every use
We removed decorations on the tables and we do not provide crayons and paper
We provide containers to guests on request to pack their own left overs
We document all restaurant and kitchen cleaning and disinfecting

Sun Peaks Lodge
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Protocol for handling dirty dishes
✓ Staff members in dish area clearing plates are mandated to wear masks and gloves
✓ Server clearing dishes use hand sanitizer or wash their hands between clearing and
serving another table
✓ Clearing trays are sanitized between uses

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Month of: _____________________________

Fondue Stube Restaurant Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocol
Cleaning product

Refill Location

Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant and Cleaner
Enforce Floor Cleaner
Restaurant door handles
Restaurant light switches
Restaurant phone, coat hangers
Restaurant POS Systems
Restaurant floor
Server stations, bar area etc.
Restaurant CC machines
Guest tables and chairs
Salt & Pepper, Pepper mills, etc.
Pens

Laundry SPL
Kitchen SPL
Daily, and as needed
Daily, and as needed
Daily, and as needed
Daily, after every use of each server and after every shift
Daily, at end of shift
Daily, after every shift and as needed
Daily, after every use and after every shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift
Daily, after every use and at end of shift
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COVID-19 Safety Plan
Month of: _________________________________

Fondue Stube Kitchen Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocol
Cleaning product

Refill Location

Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant
and Cleaner
Enforce Floor Cleaner

Laundry SPL
Kitchen SPL

Kitchen light switches, door handles incl. storage
Daily, and as needed at start and end of shift
Kitchen fridge handles, incl. storage
Daily, and as needed at start and end of shift
Kitchen tools
After every use
All counters and fridges
Daily and as needed and at start and end of shift
Kitchen floor
Daily after shift
Other
As needed
Date
Light
Door
Fridge
Tools
Counters/Fridges
Floor
switches
handles
handles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Other

Sun Peaks Lodge
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SANITIZATION PLAN
Fondue Stube at Sun Peaks Lodge
This plan outlines we will clean and sanitize our restaurant, all the equipment and utensils in it, what
chemicals we will use and how, and it will outline what pesticides we will use, how we will use them,
and how we will store them. It's important to understand the difference between clean and sanitize.
To clean means to remove dirt or soil, such as food or grease. To sanitize means to kill the diseasecausing germs on utensils, equipment and work surfaces after a cleaning process has occurred.

Overall premises cleaning and sanitizing program – performed by kitchen staff on duty

*Floors will be swept and wet moped with Mr. Clean and sanitized nightly
*Walls will be washed weekly with Mr. Clean and sanitized
*Waste disposal: Garbage in sealed bags, removed daily or more often as needed
*Grease trap: Cleaned as needed, at least every two months
*Outside maintenance, including grease disposal: Grease Barrel, steel, sealed lid in dumpster area
*Washrooms: cleaned and sanitized at least once a day or more often as needed
*Sinks will be cleaned and sanitized daily and paper towel and hand soap will be refilled daily

Sun Peaks Lodge
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Equipment
Cleaning/sanitizing procedures:
1 walk-in cooler
1 clean floor two times weekly, walls as
needed
2 fridge
2 remove all racks send thru dishwasher,
clean and sanitize walls and floor

3 freezer

3 defrost and sanitize every 3 weeks

4 stove

4 remove tops every two weeks scrub top to
bottom, drip trays, change foil weekly

5 convection oven

5 remove racks clean soaking in sink, finish in
dishwasher, degrease sanitize oven wipe dry

6 cleaned and sanitized daily
6-griddle

7 Dishwasher

7 clean all removable parts wash all surfaces
daily. Descale each 14 days, check chemical
balance monthly

9 clean monthly and every 6 months
professional hood and duct cleaning
9 vent hood
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Kitchen utensils and tableware

high temperature dishwasher

low temperature dishwasher

glass washer

three compartment sink

Cooking utensils are soaked w/dish soap, scrubbed &cleaned in dishwasher, table ware cleaned in high
temp. Washer and air dried.
Silverware is pre-soaked flat racked then cleaned in silver rack stand prior to being polished.

Cleaning and sanitizing agents

Detergents and sanitizers we will be using. Note the sanitizers must contain one of the following: chlorine,
iodine, or quaternary ammonium (200ppm). Test strips are located on top of Dishwasher

1.

dish detergent, Ultra Clean Plus (Ecolab)

2.

sanitizer, Ultra Sun (Ecolab)

3.

rinse additive, Ultra Dry (Ecolab)

4.

Mr. Clean and water for work areas, Oasis 146 (Ecolab) to sanitize

Pesticides

Please describe what pesticides you will be using, how, and how they will be stored:

No pesticides used.

Sun Peaks Lodge
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Dishwasher Duties

Kitchen staff Duties

Sun Peaks Lodge
COVID-19 Safety Plan
Signed: Silvia Erler
Date: January 07, 2022
Facility name: Fondue Stube (Sun Peaks Lodge)
Address: 3185 Creekside Way, Sun Peaks, BC, V0E 5N0
Phone number: 250-578-7878

